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Rhomb is a spacious, comfortable and solid chair with armrests, produced in combination of latest wood manufacturing 
technology and sophisticated handcraft. The character of a chair is defined trough rhomboid section which rotates and 
changes its shape depending on the function of the curve that unites backrest and armrest. Through selection of several 
types, colours and finishes of solid wood, the chair easily adapts to various interior situations of residential or public spaces. 
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The goal of the Design Awards is to identify, present and honour unique design trends which raise level of the design scene. 
The premium international prizes are awarded to top quality products and projects. The uniqueness of this chair has been 

recognized and brought Rhomb an award:

German Design Award  2016 Winner 
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Rhomb is a solid and stable table designed for households and furnishing, made by a combination of the most advanced 
technologies for wood processing and sophisticated handicraft. Its character is defined through the lenticular panel and 
wooden legs with rhomboid section. It’s available in several sizes, types, colours and wood processing, which provides easy 

adjustment to different environments.
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structure wood

seat solid wood

legs solid wood

upholstery fabric / leather

finish high quality oil

specifications
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table top solid wood / fenix

legs solid wood

finish fenix HPL
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